Prescribed Burning
The use of fire in land management is important and must be performed by an experienced
professional to insure the protection of the property and the public. We have been performing such
work for 30-years under both ideal and extreme conditions. Following all safety protocol is critical to a
successful burn.
Whether the goal is to clean a timber stand after thinning or removal of large piles from site clearing,
respect for the changing site conditions, public access and desirable native plants to preserve is our
priority. Proper use of fire can protect and release native plants from the choking presence of invasive
plants; giving the native habitat an opportunity to restore itself.

With patience and care the brush is burned without damaging the trees. Charred remnants will
decay and leave the stand healthier and safer from wildfire as well.

Although spectacular to watch, night fires are serious and not undertaken lightly. This
stand had to be burned and conditions were getting drier each day. At dusk the
humidity would increase to a safe level and we were able to complete the burn without
the fire jumping or getting into the crowns.

Burning a prairie or even a pasture requires constant attention and a lot of fire breaks to
help maintain control of the site and allow us to put the fire out if conditions deteriorate.

This pond was built for the Army as part of a Wetland Mitigation Project in 2001 and has
developed a peaceful character. Unfortunately, I do not have a picture of the original site
showing the corn field that became this beautiful pond.

Safe disposal of debris from site clearing or tornado damage, is especially dangerous
because of the possibility of windborne embers that pose a hazard to surrounding property.
Being able to read the conditions and choose the safest time to burn is critical.

We have an outstanding safely record performing this work; protecting the property of our
clients, keeping smoke off the roads and avoiding hazard to the surrounding landowners.

